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ascend Go back in order of genealogical succession.
Inheritance may not ascend linearly.

ascending Sloping or leading upwards.
Blood pressure in the ascending aorta.

ascent An upward slope or path that one may walk or climb.
The first balloon ascent was in 1783.

boost Give a boost to be beneficial to.
A range of measures to boost tourism.

climb An ascent especially of a mountain or hill by climbing.
The air became colder as they climbed higher.

climbing The sport or activity of climbing mountains or cliffs.
His other great interest was climbing especially in the Alps.

construct Form (an idea or theory) by bringing together various conceptual elements.
Construct a proof.

create Create or manufacture a man made product.
Over 170 jobs were created.

elevate Give a promotion to or assign to a higher position.
He has elevated bad taste into an art form.

elevator
A platform or compartment housed in a shaft for raising and lowering people
or things to different levels; a lift.
First you trim the rudder then the ailerons and finally the elevator.

ennoble Confer dignity or honor upon.
They receive life baronies on appointment unless they are already ennobled.

escalator A stairway whose steps move continuously on a circulating belt.

exalt Praise, glorify, or honor.
The party will continue to exalt their hero.
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forge A furnace for melting or refining metal.
The signature on the cheque was forged.

heave The act of lifting something with great effort.
His shoulders heaved as he panted.

hoist Raise.
She hoisted her backpack on to her shoulder.

lift
Lifting device consisting of a platform or cage that is raised and lowered
mechanically in a vertical shaft in order to move people from one floor to
another in a building.
A helicopter lifted 11 crew to safety from the ship.

mounting The action of mounting something.
The mounting of rapid fire guns.

precipitate A precipitated solid substance in suspension or after settling or filtering.
A precipitate decline in Labour fortunes.

raise
Multiply a number by itself a specified number of times 8 is 2 raised to the
power 3.
The need to raise the quality of education.

rise Rise up.
He didn t rise to my teasing.

risen Above the horizon.
The risen sun.

rising A movement upward.
The rising fives on the verge of school.

soar Go or move upward.
The stock market soared after the cease fire was announced.

stairs A flight of stairs or a flight of steps.

underpin Support, justify, or form the basis for.
The theme of honour underpinning the two books.

uphill Sloping upward.
The journey is slightly uphill.

upstairs An upper floor.
They lived upstairs.

upward Extending or moving toward a higher place.
A general upward movement of fish.

vertically
At right angles to a horizontal plane; aligned in such a way that the top is
directly above the bottom.
Vertically integrated companies.
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